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SUMMARY
<e-Aula> is a new experimental e-learning platform that adheres closely to IMS e-learning standards in order
to facilitate their applicability in different learning scenarios. <e-Aula> is equipped with an integrated
modular and extensible architecture for the authoring of IMS-compliant learning materials focused on the
IMS manifest. This manifest-driven architecture facilitates maintenance and promotes the evolution of the
<e-Aula> authoring system, both of which are mandatory requirements in the successful production and
maintenance of content for many different specialized learning domains. In this paper, we describe this
authoring system in <e-Aula>, its manifest-driven architecture, and its implementation using well-known and
robust Java-based web technologies.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

E-learning is a broad and very active field in which any type of learning process aided by Information and
Communication Technologies can be included. A large number of universities have decided to introduce
e-learning facilities by using e-learning platforms. These platforms enhance instruction by allowing
teachers to manage learner data, offering personalized learning material, and tracking learner activity
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inside the environment [13]. Nevertheless, such approaches are frequently exposed to specific and
recurring obstacles that are clearly identified but not always carefully confronted [14,39]. One of these
obstacles is the obsolescence of the material. It is common to see how excellent material, obtained at an
enormous cost by employing multidisciplinary groups of experts, quickly becomes obsolete upon the
appearance of new technology on the market (e.g. the transition from videodisc or CD-ROM to a webbased environment). Another recurrent obstacle is the lack of support for reuse. While teachers will often
use material already prepared for other subjects to their advantage (e.g. figures or examples proposed in
books and even material borrowed from other teachers), many times the platform does not provide them
with specific facilities to aid this reuse of the contents in the creation of new courses. These obstacles can
be adequately addressed with the use of e-learning standards.
Several initiatives on recommendations and standards covering the needs of e-learning environments
that allow a high durability and reusability of the contents have been proposed (e.g. IMS [28],
ADL-SCORM [4], AICC [7] and IEEE LTSC [22]). Among these initiatives, we have focused our
attention on the IMS Global Consortium proposals since they are the most comprehensive collection of
specifications and are becoming the most solid basis for industrial standards in the field. IMS is an
international consortium which brings together experts from the different fields involved (directly or
indirectly) in e-learning technologies. The main concern of IMS is the interoperability between e-learning
systems and for this purpose the consortium has delivered several specifications covering different
aspects of the interoperability process. The core of the IMS specifications is IMS Content Packaging
(IMS CP) [23], which defines how to aggregate educational contents into packages in order to allow the
interchange of such contents between different heterogeneous systems. Other relevant IMS proposals are:
IMS Question & Test Interoperability (IMS QTI) for tests and assessments [26], IMS Learner Information
Package (IMS LIP) for storing and interchanging information about learners [25], IMS Simple
Sequencing (IMS SS) [27] for ordering the learning content in a course, and IMS Learning Design (IMS
LD) [24,29] for describing the learning activities and the interaction between learners, tutors and the
platform.
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Since they are geared more toward characterizing the different aspects of the instructional processes,
IMS specifications do not constrain the types of learning contents finally included. Indeed, these contents
will be highly dependent on each particular learning scenario. While general-purpose and widely used
types of contents (e.g. HTML pages, PDF documents and media in several formats) can be produced
using widely-available edition and authoring tools, more specific types of contents (e.g. a very specialized
documental language used by linguists during the production of educational material, as seen in [17]) may
require domain-specific authoring support. In the same way, while the delivery of passive content may
rely on standard client-side facilities (e.g. plug-ins for audio, video or other media), more interactive
content (e.g. educational videogames or simulation tools) may rely on a smart and content-specific
distribution of functionalities between the client and the server. To address the domain-specific nature of
the production, maintenance and deployment of learning contents in concrete learning scenarios we have
implemented <e-Aula> [1,18,38], an experimental e-learning platform supporting several IMS
specifications. The <e-Aula> project began in 1999 as a platform to evaluate the applicability of
e-learning standards and to obtain first-hand experience with several e-learning specifications, which at
this time were very immature and frequently changing. Currently <e-Aula> has grown far beyond its
initial evaluation purposes, evolving into a fully featured e-learning solution that bases its power on a
close adherence to mature standardization proposals, and is equipped with an easy-to-use and
easy-to-extend built-in authoring system. This system allows for the edition and deployment of a wide
and open range of learning resources. In addition, it has been designed to be easily specialized on
different application profiles, and includes flexible and robust importation/exportation facilities rooted in
its adherence to IMS standards.
The <e-Aula> authoring system is organized according to the so-called manifest-driven architecture,
which constitutes its main novelty. According to this architecture, the entire system is conceived as a
coordinated set of processors for the XML domain-specific markup language used to structure the IMS
manifests, the XML documents that describe the structure of the IMS content packages in the IMS CP
specification. This organization has yielded a number of benefits for the implementation of a highly
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modular and integrated system that adheres to the specifications but is resilient to their evolution and
flexible enough to cover the broadly open aspects of IMS specifications such as content types or delivery
methods. In addition, the built-in authoring support lessens the burden posed on authors by the use of
several disaggregated third party authoring tools, which is especially critical in a continuous evolving
scenario. Finally, the system fully addresses the open nature of IMS specifications and therefore can
easily be specialized on different domain-specific learning scenarios and experiences, even on those
supporting highly interactive contents. In this paper, we describe this architecture and its implementation
using Java technologies.
The structure of the paper is as follows. Section 2 provides the background about IMS required to read
the rest of the paper. Section 3 gives a brief description of the <e-Aula> authoring system and describes
its manifest-driven architecture. Section 4 summarizes the details concerning its implementation. Section
5 discusses some related work. Finally, section 6 gives several conclusions and outlines some lines of
future work.

2.

THE IMS CONTENT PACKAGING SPECIFICATION

As stated before, the IMS CP specification is one of the bases of IMS specifications, since it established
how to package educational contents together for purposes of interoperability. In addition, this
specification also serves as a packaging mechanism for other IMS specifications, either using the IMS CP
extension points (like IMS LD) or simply referencing the documents that contain the information (like
IMS-QTI). These packages are usually distributed as zipped files, and their structure is depicted in Figure
1a. In this way, a package is formed by a collection of learning contents and a manifest. As also indicated,
this manifest is an XML document [10] that reflects global information about the package, the structure of
the contents, their types and their possible organizations. More precisely, the manifest contains:
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<manifest identifier="Photoshop Package">
<metadata> (…) </metadata>
<organizations default="ORG1">
<organization identifier="ORG1">
<title>Photoshop Tutorial</title> (…)
<item identifier ="ORG1_3">
<title>Module 1 - Basics</title>
<item identifier="ORG1_3_0"
identifieref="rec3.0">
<title>Interface</title>
</item>
<item identifier ="ORG1_3_1"
identifieref="rec3.1">
<title>Toolbox</title>
</item>
<item identifier ="ORG1_3_2"
identifieref="rec3.2">
<title>Palettes</title>
</item>
</item (…)>(…)
</organization>
</organizations>
<resources> (…)
<resource identifier="res3.0" type="webcontent">
<file href="Photoshop3.0.html"/>
</resource>
<resource identifier="res3.1" type="webcontent">
<file href="Photoshop3.1.html"/>
<file href="fig3.1.1.gif"/>
<file href="fig3.1.2.gif"/>
</resource> (…)
</resources>
</manifest>

Figure 1. (a) Structure of an IMS package, (b) fragment of an IMS manifest extracted from a course deployed in
<e-Aula>. These figures have been simplified for presentational purposes and for the sake of clarity.

•

A section of metadata summarizing global (meta)information about the package. This metainformation
usually follows the Learning Object Metadata (LOM) specification defined by the IEEE LTSC [21].

•

The description of package resources. Resources are the basic content units of the package. As seen in
Figure 1, typical resources are made up of a set of files: a main file and a (possible empty) set of
secondary files (e.g. a main HTML file and the images referred from this file). In turn, these files can
be associated with local archives with learning content as particular cases. However, the flexible
nature of IMS specifications does not limit resources and files to being local. Resources can also be
external assets referenced to using an URL. Therefore, any service, or tool included in the learning
process defined by the package (e.g. a web application and/or service) can become a resource. This
also holds for individual files inside a resource, which can correspond with external objects on the
Internet using absolute URLs. Moreover, the resource can include metadata about itself and define the
type of content within it. Finally, each resource must have a unique identifier.
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The organizations of the resources. Each organization represents a tree structure whose nodes can refer
to resources. The nodes in this tree are called items and contain a reference to a corresponding resource
using the unique identifiers of these resources. Therefore, an organization provides a tree-based
structure of the resources of the package (and thus, of its leaning content). Also note that a manifest
can include several organizations, each providing an alternative way to organize the contents and
therefore a different view of the package.

•

The submanifests. A manifest can contain other, simpler manifests that in turn exhibit the same
structure outlined here.

Figure 1b depicts a manifest adapted from an ADL-SCORM sample course about Photoshop [3],
which has been deployed in <e-Aula>. This example shows a tree-based organization linked to different
resources by means of the usual XML id-idref mechanism [10]. In turn, the resources contain URLs
pointing to the actual content.
As a final remark, it is important to note that IMS does not impose any restrictions on the format or
type of content files, nor on the metadata schema to be used. These aspects are established in each
particular application profile. The concept of application profile is the IMS term to designate the
customization of a specification to meet the needs of particular communities of implementers with
common application requirements. For instance, in <e-Aula> we have defined the eAulaAP application
profile, which includes resources such as a cover, a glossary, and a list of FAQs whose contents are
documents marked up with XML-based domain-specific markup languages [41,42,43,44]. This
possibility adds all the benefits of the content-structuring power of descriptive markup to the IMS
structuring proposal [15].
Despite the proposal and development of the eAulaAP, one of the highlights of the architecture
described in this work is its potential modular evolution to support different application profiles and thus
accommodate the IMS-CP open nature. In the following sections, the organization of the system is
described with special attention to the relations between design decisions and IMS specifications.
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MANIFEST-DRIVEN

<e-Aula> is equipped with a flexible authoring system enabling the edition, preview, importation and
exportation of educational contents. The system allows authors to maintain a repository of IMS-aware
learning material. For this purpose, it offers the following four main functionalities:
(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) edition of a new organization (notice the edition style of a tree-like structure); (b) edition of a
resource content (a QTI test) with a resource-specific editor for QTI.

•

Edition. This functionality enables the authoring of the different aspects of an IMS package. On the
one hand, the global structure of the package can be edited. On the other hand, users can edit the
organizations by adding and removing items, as well as by assigning resources to these items (Figure
2a). Finally, they can edit the actual contents associated to the resources by using suitable editors for
each content type (Figure 2b).
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(b)

Figure 3. (a) Presentation of an organization, (b) presentation of a resource with a corresponding resource-specific
player.

•

Presentation. This functionality allows authors to preview IMS packages. Authors start by choosing an
organization (if the package contains more than one). Then the organization chosen is displayed as a
tree structure (Figure 3a). Authors may navigate this structure and visualize the contents associated
with the resources (Figure 3b).

•

Importation. This facility allows the incorporation of off-the-shelf IMS packages produced in other
IMS-aware systems. Each incoming package is examined for unsupported features and, if required, a
list of adaptation tasks is produced. Some of these tasks may require further interaction with the user,
and other tasks can create new tasks that are added to the adaptation list. Therefore, importation in
<e-Aula> is a complex and highly dynamic process that ensures the quality of the e-learning material
incorporated and its suitability for each specific learning scenario.

•

Exportation. This facility makes the educational resources produced in the system available for others
in the form of IMS packages
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This authoring system has been designed to be highly modular in order to accommodate our research
and development needs and accommodate the open nature of IMS specifications. Therefore new editors
and players, as well as new adaptation tasks and strategies can easily be integrated, enabling the
specialization of the system in each domain-specific application profile. To achieve this we have used a
manifest-driven approach according to which the manifest is used as the key element for driving the
design and architecture of the entire system beyond the usual interoperability processes. This architecture
is sketched in Figure 4. According to this approach:
•

The repository stores IMS-aware representations of the learning materials. This means that a
representation of the IMS manifest for each package is explicitly maintained. Therefore, all the
operations performed on this material will be reflected in these representations.

•

Edition and presentation are architected following a delivery approach, with resource processors able
to select the most suitable resource editors or players for each type of resource. Hence each resource
processor enables a specialization of the system for each particular application profile.

•

Importation is architected using an agenda-based approach, where an agenda of adaptation tasks is
used to cope with the complexities of this operation in a dynamic and modular way.

•

Finally, exportation is straightforward due to the explicit representation of the manifests in the
repository.
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Figure 4. Architecture of <e-Aula>’s authoring system.

The next subsections describe this architecture.

3.1.

The Repository

The repository within the <e-Aula> architecture acts as a storage layer for the IMS packages included in
the system. All subsystems are organized around this entity which offers the functionalities invoked by
the rest of the application for operations on full packages (e.g. loading, updating and deleting existing
packages, creating new ones, etc.) as well as on content files (e.g. loading and saving files, storing new
ones, etc.). The presence of this layer isolates the different subsystems from the low-level details of
course storage.
One of the main responsibilities of the repository is to offer a common and coherent model of all the
learning material to the other modules. In particular, the repository takes care to ensure coherence in the
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concurrent access to this material. In addition, the repository must offer efficient access to the packages
stored. For this purpose, several caching techniques can be applied (e.g. storing of IMS packages in an
unzipped format, and keeping an in-memory representation of the manifest file using an entity class), and
advanced database support can be used.

3.2.

The Edition Module

The edition module is based on a delivery approach enabling it to react to different application profiles
and different content types and process them accordingly. As suggested in Figure 5:

Manifest
Manifest AP eAulaAP

Resource
Processors
Processor for
eAulaAP

Item A
Resource
Type:eaula-xml

Processor for
Resource
IMS 1.1.3
Resource
Resource

handlers
handlers
handlers

Resource
editors in
eAulaAP
Editor for
eaula-xml
Editor for
Resource
QTI ASI Resource
Resource

handlers
handlers
handlers

Figure 5. The delivery strategy of the edition module exemplified. The resource processor for the eAulaAP
application profile is loaded according to the corresponding profile found in the manifest. The resource editor for the
content type eaula-xml is loaded according to the type of resource.

•

The module maintains a table that associates a resource processor with each application profile
supported by the authoring system. Therefore, when an existing package is loaded or a new one is
created, its profile is used to obtain the adequate processor for handling all the requests related to the
edition of the package’s resources. For existing packages this profile is obtained from the package’s
manifest, while for new ones it is requested from the user.
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In turn, each resource processor maintains a table relating each content type to an appropriate resource
editor, which is a component capable of editing content of this type. Therefore, when the user orders
the edition of a resource, the manifest is used to obtain the type of the resource and this type is used by
the active resource processor to determine the editor to be launched. Notice that the way of managing
the different kind of files included in the resource is editor-dependent. For instance, an editor can
decide to make local copies of the external files of a given type. Another one can only allow the change
of the URLs for such files (referencing to package internal files or external contents/services). Still a
third editor can collaborate with a third-party application accessible by using a web service in order to
update any appropriate pieces of external learning content.

•

In addition to this delivery strategy, the module uses a manifest editor component to edit the global
structure of the package, and an organization editor to let the user edit the package’s organizations.
This structure allows the incorporation of new resource processors with new resource editors in a

clean, modular way without interfering with the overall editing behaviour of the authoring system, as we
have realized repeatedly during the development of <e-Aula>. As an illustrative example, we could cite
the integration of support for IMS QTI in the authoring system. An independent team from the <e-Aula>
project developed a QTI Lite engine in the form of a standalone web application. The integration was
performed by implementing a resource editor for QTI by wrapping the edition facilities of the
independent application (see also Figure 2).

3.3.

The presentation module

The presentation module is organized in a similar way to that of the edition module:
•

The content presentation environment reuses the ideas used in the edition module to trigger the
appropriate resource players. Notice that for interactive contents, these players will address not only
static presentation, but may also perform other tasks like tracking the interaction with the learner. Also
notice that the way to play the learning content (including external content) is entirely player-
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dependent. As with edition, this approach allows a great flexibility, making it even possible to involve
third-party remote applications accessible through the Internet.
•

Navigation throughout the structure of the course is facilitated by an organization player component.
This component is analogous to the organization editor in the edition module, but this time the tree-like
representation of the manifest is not editable. In addition, there is also a manifest player component,
which is used to present the overall structure of the package to the user, letting him/her choose the
organization to be used during navigation.

As with the edition module, the architecture of the presentation module allows the incorporation of
new presentation facilities in a straightforward manner. This feature has proved to be very useful during
our experimentation with <e-Aula>, letting us integrate, for instance, an interactive player based on the
QTI system mentioned above.

3.4.

The importation module

The richness and open nature of the IMS CP specification makes it so flexible that, for example, packages
can contain a variety of content types unknown to any importation system or content files can be based on
different versions of the specification. The architecture of the importation module must be flexible
enough to cope with the complexities of the importation process. It must implement a flexible behavior,
capable of reacting when confronted with different problems, even with the possibility of querying the
user when more information is needed to perform the importation. Because of this, we propose an
implementation based on an agenda similar to the one proposed in [2] to simulate discrete systems.
According to agenda-based organization, when a package is imported, the system parses the manifest,
adding new tasks to the agenda to solve the troubles encountered during the scan. These tasks (especially
those that involve a query to the user) can create other tasks and add them to the agenda if needed for
their resolution. In this manner, a complex process that requires a heterogeneous set of actions is
dynamically split into simple tasks. More precisely (Figure 6):
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Figure 6. The steps of the importation process. The execution of some tasks may include interaction with the user.
Task execution and user decisions may add new tasks to the agenda.

•

The importation begins with a deep scan of the manifest. This is carried out using a component called
the manifest introspector. This generates a report that profiles, among other things, whether the
manifest is a well-formed XML document, which version of the standard it follows, which other
schemas (if any) are needed to understand it and under what application profile it has been developed.
This report is presented to the user, who decides how to continue.

•

Guided by the user’s response, the system may generate a list of initial tasks for the agenda and start
working on them. Such tasks may include the modification of the manifest file, modification of the
application profile, adaptation of some resources or physical installation of the package.

This agenda-based implementation makes it possible to add new types of adaptation tasks during
importation in a transparent way (e.g. to support a new content type). Such an organization dramatically
enhances the modularity and maintainability of this complex subsystem. A representative and realistic
example of this feature at work is our experience in adapting incoming packages to our eAulaAP
application profile. All that was needed to adapt general IMS CP-compliant packages to this profile was
to include the required cover, glossary, and FAQ resources during the importation process. This was
accomplished by implementing adaptation tasks that generate such files from a default template and insert
references to them in the incoming manifests.
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The exportation module

In systems that use IMS CP as a basic interoperability format, but whose internal architecture is not
necessarily driven by this specification (see section 5), the process of exporting content following the
proposed standards can be a complex task. It might imply scanning the course, finding out its structure
and type, packaging the contents and creating a valid manifest to be delivered with the package. For
instance, in a system where the structure of the learning contents is internally stored in a relational
database following a domain-specific optimized information model, the packaging process will imply an
overall sequence of queries to such a database in order to rebuild the IMS manifest. However, in the
manifest-driven architecture this process is extremely simple, and can be carried out by a simple packager
component, which produces a zipped IMS package from the information maintained in the repository.

4.

IMPLEMENTING THE MANIFEST-DRIVEN ARCHITECTURE

The previous section has introduced the conceptual view of manifest-driven architecture. This section
describes how those general concepts can be modelled as a web-based application with special attention
to modularity and extensibility requirements.
Since the possibility of distributing the system under an open source license has been considered, all
the implementation technologies must be licensed as open source as well. This restriction naturally led to
the adoption of Java technologies given the spectrum of open source initiatives surrounding this platform.
For this reason we have based our implementation in <e-Aula> on Sun Microsystems’ J2EE platform [8]
complemented by the Apache Foundation’s Struts framework [20]:
•

From J2EE we have adopted the multi-tier organization according to which applications are layered in
different tiers (client, web, business and persistence).

•

From Struts we have adopted the organization in terms of the classical MVC (Model-View-Controller)
design pattern [30]. In the MVC design pattern, a central controller manages program flow. The
controller receives requests and acts on the model, which represents the system’s information and state.
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Control is then forwarded back through the controller to the appropriate view, which manages
information display. The use of the MVC pattern clearly decouples the view and the model,
contributing to making applications significantly easier to create and maintain. In Struts controllers can
be characterized as set of actions (i.e. components encapsulating the response to a user’s interaction)
that act as façades to an arbitrarily complex domain logic. In addition, we use client-side scripted
HTML pages as well as Java Server Pages (JSPs) [11] to configure the views. Finally, models can be
characterized by a data management logic connected to a persistent storage (database) support.

Both platforms suggest how the implementation should be organized and, although not obvious at first
sight, both approaches can be blended in an elegant manner. With this, the <e-Aula> implementation of
the manifest-driven architecture is disposed on a layered organization that takes full advantage of the
power offered by the MVC pattern. Notice that each main module (edition, presentation, importation and
exportation) has its own view and controller, which interact with a common model represented by the
repository and the manifests within it.
The next subsections address the main implementation details of each module in the architecture from
the simplest to the most complex.

4.1.

Implementing the Repository

The repository is the core of the system and represents the common model shared by the remaining
modules. As previously mentioned, the repository controls the access to all the learning material and
gives the rest of the modules a coherent view of this material.
The structure of the repository in the <e-Aula> authoring system is depicted in Figure 7. As suggested
in this figure, IMS packages are deployed physically in an unzipped format, by using a directory of the
file system for each package, whose name is the unique identifier included in package’s manifest. It is
important to note that all the directories are situated at the same level (i.e. the resulting structure of
directories associated with the unzipped packages is flat). This means that sub-packages inside a
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composite package are allocated in their own directories. The rationality of this design decision is to
allow these packages to be edited and displayed as independent packages in a uniform way. The
repository will take care of the dependencies by avoiding, for instance, the removal of a package if it is
used as a sub-package by another package. Moreover, sharing sub-packages is not allowed by the
repository. For this purpose a copy must be made and used instead.

manifest
package 1
content
files

package 2
Pool of manifest
objects

package k

Figure 7. Structure of the repository.

The repository ensures consistent access to these directories (e.g. while two concurrent presentations of
the same package are allowed, the repository prohibits two or more simultaneous editions). In addition,
and for reasons of efficiency, the repository maintains an in-memory pool of manifest objects. The first
time that a package is accessed, its manifest is parsed and a manifest object, containing a DOM
representation [51] of the tree, is added to this pool. All subsequent accesses will be directed to the object
stored. This pool of objects also facilitates coherency maintenance because all the modules gaining access
to the same package can share the same manifest object.
Finally, it should be noted that this implementation includes an abstraction layer for the manifest and
the operations that can be performed on them. This will allow the substitution of the default filesystem’s
backend with more sophisticated database support if required.
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Implementing the Exportation Module

The structure of the exportation module is depicted in Figure 8. This structure, which is the simplest of all
the modules as a consequence of the manifest-driven approach, is featured as follows:

View

Controller

Init
JSP
Export
action

Packager

Result
JSP
Zipped IMS
package

Model
Unzipped IMS
package

Figure 8. Structure of the exportation module.

•

There is a single export action that uses the packager on the directory associated to the package. This
action can either succeed (in this case a zipped package will be produced), or fail (this will be the case
when trying to export packages currently under edition).

•

The view is formed by an init JSP, which is the entry point to the module and which produces a page
letting the user choose the package to export, and a result JSP, which displays a report informing the
user of the outcome of the packaging process.

4.3.

Implementing the Importation Module

The structure of the importation module is depicted in Figure 9. Although the behaviour of this module
can be complex, this complexity is adequately dealt with by an agenda-based architecture as mentioned
before. This architecture leads to a reasonably simple implementation:
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Introspection
report JSP
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Task
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JSP
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JSP
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Adapted package

Incoming
package

Figure 9. Structure of the importation module.

•

The domain logic is composed of the agenda and the manifest introspector. In turn the agenda is
structured as a simple FIFO queue of adaptation tasks. Each task generates a report informing about its
execution. If a task fails, the execution of the agenda stops and the incoming package is discarded. If
the agenda is emptied, the adapted package is definitively inserted in the repository.

•

The entry point is given by an init HTML page, which lets the user upload the package to be imported.
This page has an init action associated that temporally inserts the incoming package in the repository
and applies the manifest introspector to its manifest in order to produce the initial report for the user.
This report is presented by using an introspection report JSP in the view. There is also a start
adaptation action that interprets the reaction of the user to this report, populates the agenda with an
initial set of tasks, and activates its execution.

•

Reports generated by the tasks are interpreted by associated task report JSPs in the view. This kind of
JSP, specific to each type of adaptation task, can include controls in the page generated to request
further information from the user when required. In turn, the response to these reports is worked out in
the corresponding task continue action. These actions interpret the reaction of the user to the
corresponding reports, adding and/or removing tasks in the agenda when required, and reactivating its
execution.
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Finally there is a result JSP, which is used to announce the end (success or failure) of the importation
process.

4.4.

Implementing the presentation module

Figure 10 illustrates the structure of the presentation module. As seen in this figure, the module can be
implemented in the J2EE/Struts context in a clean and elegant manner:
•

Resource processors are split into a view and a controller part. For each content type supported by a
processor there is a displayer JSP, which takes care of displaying the resource. In addition, for
interactive contents (e.g. an interactive test) there is also an associated interactor action in the
controller part that takes care of the interaction. Therefore, resource players are implemented as a
displayer JSP and for interactive content types by an interactor action.
Controller
Display
manifest
action

View
Display
resource
action

Organization
displayer
JSP

Manifest
displaying
JSP

XSLT

Resour
Resource
Displayer
ce
Resource handlersJSP
Processor (view
part)

Resour
Resource
Interactor
ce
Resource handlersaction
Processor
(controller part)
Model

Organization
Item

Resource

Physical
files

Manifest

Figure 10. Structure of the presentation module.

•

The entry point to the module is the manifest displaying JSP. The page generated enables the selection
of the package to be presented and the organization to be used in this presentation. In response the
display manifest action is executed, which sets up the suitable resource processor (both in the controller
and the view) according to the first step of the delivery strategy described above (i.e. a suitable
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resource processor is chosen according to the manifest’s application profile). Therefore the pair
manifest displaying JPS – display manifest action configures the manifest player component in the
conceptual architecture.
•

In turn, the organization’s presentation is produced by the organization displayer JSP. It is also
interesting to note that the dynamic part of this displayer is configured as an XSLT transformer [12]
which generates the required (HTML) presentation from the manifest document tree. When an item
with an associated resource is selected in this presentation, the display resource action is executed.
Therefore, the organization player component is deployed like the pair organization displayer JSP –
display resource action. This last action implements the second step in the delivery strategy: to choose
a suitable displayer JSP in the active resource processor. For interactive content types, the interaction
will be managed by the corresponding interactor action.

4.5.

Implementing the edition module

The edition module is the most complex to implement in the <e-Aula> authoring system because it must
offer remote web editing capabilities of all package elements. Hence the different editing components
introduced in the conceptual architecture (manifest editor, resources manager and resource editors) are
split into an action and a view (JSP) part. The main features of this implementation, which is depicted in
Figure 11, are:
•

The entry point is the init JSP, which lets the user choose a package to edit or create a new package.
The result of this interaction is worked out in the init action, which also sets up the appropriate
resource processors, both in the controller as well as in the view part.

•

The manifest edition JSP produces an HTML form that lets the user modify the global structure of the
package. The result is processed by the manifest edition action. Both assets configure the manifest
editor component in the conceptual architecture.
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The organization edition JSP is analogous to the organization displayer JSP in the presentation
module, but the presentation produced is extended to allow edition (i.e. new controls are included to
enable the addition and deletion of new items, as well as their edition). The result of interacting with
this presentation is processed by an organization edition action that encapsulates the required editing
operations. Therefore the pair organization displayer JSP – organization edition action configures the
organization editor component introduced in the conceptual architecture of section 3.
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action
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Model

Resource
handlers

Resource
edition
action

Resource
edition JSP

Resource
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Organization
Item

Resource

Files

Manifest

Figure 11. Structure of the edition module.

•

Finally, each resource editor is similarly split into a resource edition action and a resource edition JSP.
The resource edition JSP will produce an HTML page, giving access to the corresponding resource
editor. The editing result is processed by the resource edition action. Both kinds of assets are grouped
into processors oriented to specific profiles both in the controller and in the view. The init action
performs the first step in the delivery policy, setting up the appropriate processor’s controller and view
parts on the basis of the manifest’s application profile. The organization edition action carries out the
second step when the user orders the edition of a content file.
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RELATED WORK

IMS specifications have been adopted by many e-learning initiatives as a basic interoperability
mechanism. They range from commercial e-learning platforms like WebCT [49], which can be purchased
by companies in order to deploy their own content, to initiatives like ADL-SCORM [4], which provides
complementary specifications to obtain high-quality content and systems in a variety of fields. While
these initiatives mainly pay attention to IMS standards when it comes to interoperability issues (e.g.
content exportation/importation), our manifest-driven proposal goes a step further. Indeed, we propose the
use of the specifications (in particular, the IMS manifest) as central mechanisms to conceive, architect,
design and implement the system. The manifest-driven proposal naturally leads to modular and extensible
architectures, and also facilitates tasks like the exportation of contents in IMS-aware format, which can be
difficult to do in other approaches. Furthermore, works on the architecture of general [5,6] and IMS-based
e-learning platforms [47] usually put the emphasis on the architecture of the overall system instead of on
their authoring capabilities.
Many commercial (e.g. [32,50]) and free (e.g. [9]) authoring tools support production of web-based
courses. These tools are usually conceived as standalone applications, and they are independent of
particular e-learning platforms. In turn, most of the widely used e-learning platforms (e.g. [16,35,49])
include some limited authoring capabilities. In <e-Aula> we have included a powerful web-based
authoring system in the platform itself, providing teachers with an integrated scenario in which to produce
and maintain their e-learning materials. In addition, the modularity and extensibility of this authoring
system enables a smooth evolution to accommodate the authoring needs arising in each specific
pedagogical domain. This evolutionary nature, which is achieved by the manifest-driven approach, is also
a distinctive feature of our work with respect to the aforementioned systems. In [52] an IMS-based
authoring tool similar to the one described here is presented, although no details are provided about its
internal architecture and implementation, as well as about its integration (if any) with an e-learning
platform.
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The evolution of the authoring system is also a fundamental requirement in works like [19,45].
Nevertheless, while those works start with an application-dependent authoring tool that evolves as new
knowledge is gained in the application domain, in <e-Aula> we adopt a dual approach: we start with a
general-purpose authoring system that can be specialized according to particular e-learning scenarios
whenever they are encountered. Previous work on the <e-Aula> platform, including its authoring system,
is described in [18,38]. Previous work on the manifest-driven approach is described in [46].

6.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper we have described our manifest-driven approach to architecting an IMS-based authoring
system integrated in <e-Aula>, a web-based experimental e-learning platform. This approach is the result
of our efforts in the development of a system aimed at the evaluation of different e-learning standards and
e-learning modular architectures. The approach leads to a highly modular and extensible integrated
authoring system. This system, which is able to integrate a huge amount of disaggregated authoring and
deployment facilities in the same platform, can be specialized on many different learning scenarios,
which can include static, moderately interactive, and highly interactive e-learning content.
The manifest-driven approach facilitates the main tasks contemplated in the authoring system: edition
and presentation, as well as importation and exportation of content packages. In addition, this approach
leads to an architecture that facilitates extensibility. Adding support for a new content type is just a matter
of writing the code needed to edit and play content in that format. Likewise, extending the functionality of
our importation system is just a matter of writing new tasks for the agenda.
The high degree of modularity of the architecture also enhances maintainability. It is easy to find the
points in the source code where any changes might be needed. Changes in most modules will have a
slight impact on the rest of the system. While the complexity of the architecture is high (in terms of the
number of classes and files in the resulting implementation), this is the price to pay for achieving a very
high degree of modularity, and therefore better extensibility and easier maintenance.
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Our Java-based implementation preserves the benefits of the architecture and adds a high degree of
robustness. However, we should point out as a drawback the need for more computing power in the server
when compared to lighter applications based on scripting solutions (like PHP [31]). While the choice
between a large and robust system and a lightweight application will depend on the exact needs of each
learning environment, the J2EE / Struts-based solution is well suited for our purposes because it allows
for a continuous evolution of the system to accommodate our evaluation and research needs.
Currently the architecture based on the manifest-driven approach is fully implemented in the <e-Aula>
system. The authoring system is fully functional and adheres strictly to the IMS CP standard. As future
work, we are planning to incorporate support for more elaborate types of contents. For this purpose, we
want to integrate in the system a manual-oriented metaphor for the production of learning content in
technical domains [33,37]. This metaphor encourages organizing the learning materials as manuals about
technical subjects following a suitable set of guidelines. We have implemented this metaphor using
DocBook [48], and we are planning to integrate the resulting federated tools as a whole in the <e-Aula>
authoring system. In this research on content production and maintenance, we also want to pay special
attention to interactivity. For this purpose, we are currently working on the incorporation of authoring
support for educational-oriented graphical adventure videogames. The resulting project is called
<e-Game>, and some preliminary results were published in [34,36]. We also expect to incorporate
content in the domain of language processors and compiler construction. In order to let students test the
examples, we want to integrate the tool for prototyping language processors that is described in [40] using
appropriate players. Finally, we wish to exploit the possibility of connecting external tools to deal with
this kind of interactive and dynamic contents. Another research goal is to integrate support for the
authoring of activity-oriented learning strategies [29]. This effort will provide another more sophisticated
alternative based on the IMS LD to the current edition and playing of simpler IMS organizations. For all
these initiatives, we will further envision applying the document-oriented approach promoted in
[41,42,43,44] for both the incremental definition of new types of resources and the incremental
construction of their associated handlers as processors for domain-specific descriptive markup languages.
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Finally, we are planning to involve field experts in the authoring of high-quality content that fully exploits
the functionalities of the eAulaAP application profile.
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